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Abstract 
The purpose of this expository note is to draw together and to interrelate a variety of 
characterisations and examples of spectral sets (alias representable posets or profinite posets) 
from ring theory, lattice theory and domain theory. 
1. Introduction 
Thanks to their threefold incarnation-in ring theory, in lattice theory and in 
computer science-the structures we wish to consider have been approached from 
a variety of perspectives, with rather little overlap. We shall seek to show how the 
results of these independent studies are related, and add some new results en route. 
We begin with the definitions which will allow us to present, as Theorem 1.1, the 
amalgam of known results which form the starting point for our later discussion. The 
theorem collects together ways of describing the prime spectra of commutative rings 
with identity or, equivalently, of distributive lattices with 0 and 1. 
A topology z on a set X is defined to be spectral (and (X; s) called a spectral space) 
if the following conditions hold: 
(i) ? is sober (that is, every non-empty irreducible closed set is the closure of 
a unique point), 
(ii) z is quasicompact, 
(iii) the quasicompact open sets form a basis for z, 
(iv) the family of quasicompact open subsets of X is closed under finite intersections. 
An ordered topological space (X; Y, I ) is a CTOD space (also known as 
a Priestley space) if Y is compact and the space is totally order-disconnected in the 
sense that, given x $y in X, there exists a Y-clopen upper set U such that x E U, y $ U 
c401. 
There is a bijective correspondence between the class of spectral spaces and the 
class of CTOD spaces. This may be obtained in the following manner. From a CTOD 
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space (X; Y, 5 ) we can obtain a spectral space (X; Y ?), where Y-T consists of the 
Y-open sets which are upper sets with respect to I . (Note that we could, alterna- 
tively, have formed a spectral topology FL by taking the F-open lower sets.) In the 
other direction, note first that any spectral topology r is To, and so has an associated 
specialisation order I r given by x I ,y if and only if x E cl,y. The topology z also 
gives rise to an associated compact Hausdorff topology. This, the patch topology, is 
constructed as follows. We first form the co-compact topology ,a which has as a closed 
subbasis the r-quasicompact sets which are upper sets with respect to I t, and then 
define the patch topology to be r v r ‘. The patch topology of a spectral topology was 
introduced independently by Hochster in [22] (in the setting of ring spectra) and, as 
the strong topology, by Nerode in [38] (in the setting of distributive lattice spectra). 
Both these authors established the compactness and 0-dimensionality of the patch 
topology. Neither was thinking in terms of ordered spaces, so total order-discon- 
nectedness was not noted explicitly, though it lurks in Proposition 12 of [22]. Note 
also Cornish’s paper [3]. 
The idea of a “dual topology” rd for a topology z has been pursued by many 
authors. A systematic study is undertaken by Kopperman in [32]. Kopperman 
ascribes the idea to de Groot; the latter introduced in [9] the co-compact topology 
associated with the usual topology on R. The notion of patch topology is important 
beyond the O-dimensional context which concerns us here: see [16], [32] and [35, 
Section 7.51, for discussions of the relationships between properties of a T,-topology 
z on a set X, the associated topology z v z”, and the bitopological space (X;z, r’). 
Any finite poset (X; < ) carries a unique topology Y-the discrete topol- 
ogy-such that (X; Y, I ) is a CTOD space. Alternatively stated, I is the 
specialisation order of a unique spectral topology-the Alexandroff topology consist- 
ing of all upper sets. An important case occurs when (X; I ) is the 2-element chain 
(0, l} in which 0 < 1. Qua spectral space, this is the Sierpinski space (denoted s); qua 
CTOD space we denote it by 2. 
In general an order I on an arbitrary set X may coincide with the specialisation 
order of many spectral topologies on X or of none. A poset (X; I > will be called 
spectral if there exists a spectral topology r on X such that 5 coincides with the 
specialisation order I t. In the lattice theory literature spectral sets have usually been 
called representable posets. 
A poset is projinite if it is isomorphic to the inverse limit of a family of finite posets, 
with order-preserving maps as bonding maps. In other words, a profinite poset is 
a limit of finite posets in the category of posets and order-preserving maps. 
We can now state Theorem 1.1, which indicates the links between, and importance 
of, the concepts introduced above. We have stated the theorem in terms of spectral 
sets, rather than spectral topologies, because this accords with the thrust of much 
research effort in the area: the characterisation and recognition of spectral sets. See, in 
particular, [lo, 14,36,37,51]. We note that we could have presented instead a list of 
criteria for a given space to be spectral. For example, paralleling the equivalence 
(2) o (3) in the theorem (but, strictly, a stronger result because of the different form of 
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quantification) we have: 
A space (X; z) is spectral if and only if it is homeomorphic to the space of 
prime ideals of a commutative ring with identity equipped with the hull-kernel 
topology. 
Theorem 1.1. Let (X; I ) be a poset. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) (X; I ) is profinite; 
(2) there exists a commutative ring, R, with identity such that (X; I ) is isomorphic 
to (Spec R, E ), where Spec R is the set of prime ideals of R; 
(3) there exists a distributive lattice, L with 0 and 1, such that (X; I ) is isomorphic 
to (P(L); E), where B(L) denotes the set of prime ideals of L; 
(4) X can be equipped with a topology F so that (X 7, 4 ) is a compact totally 
order-disconnected space; 
(4’) X can be equipped with a topology z so that (X; z) is a spectral space and I is 
the specialisation order I r; 
(5) there exists a set S and a closed subset Y of the product space 2’ (where 2 = (0, l} 
has the discrete topology) such that Y, with the inherited pointwise order, is 
isomorphic to (X; I ); 
(5’) there exists a set S such that (X; 5 ) is isomorphic to Y, where Y is a patch- 
closed subspace of ss carrying the induced specialisation order. q 
The implication (2) 3 (4’) in Theorem 1.1 is part of the folklore of ring theory. The 
reverse implication is due to Hochster, in the classic paper [22]. The equivalence of (3) 
and (4’) appeared first in Stone’s paper [SO], which gives a spectral space representa- 
tion for distributive lattices. Note that (3) * (4’) is obtained by taking the lattice L as 
a basis for the associated spectral topology z. From a localic viewpoint, spectrality is 
important because the spectral locales are exactly those whose associated frames can 
be presented without using infinite joins; see [26, pp. 63-641, and [52]. The equiva- 
lence of (3), (4) and (5) is given in [40] (in part foreshadowed by Nerode in [38]). When 
deriving (5) from (3) the set S may be taken to be L. 
In (5), Y may be assumed to contain neither the top nor bottom element of 2’ (see 
Davey [S]), but we shall not need this refinement. Concerning (5) we note also that it 
is easy to see that any y-closed subspace of a CTOD space, with the induced order, is 
again a CTOD space, so that, as a way of manufacturing spectral sets, (5) may be 
refined by replacing 2’ by an arbitrary CTOD space. A similar observation applies to 
(5’). In [21] Henriksen and Kopperman consider “structure spaces” available in 
a variety of algebraic contexts which are, again, identifiable with closed subspaces of 
powers of 2. 
The remarks preceding the statement of Theorem 1.1 imply the equivalence of (4) 
and (4’) and of (5) and (5’). Further, the correspondence between spectral spaces and 
CTOD spaces extends to an isomorphism of the appropriate categories. This appears 
to have been realised first by Joyal (whose abstracts [27] and [28] indicate his 
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awareness of most of Theorem 1.1 too) and was, independently, worked out in detail 
by Cornish [4]. It is thus essentially a matter of taste whether one works with spectral 
spaces or with CTOD spaces. The formulation of distributive lattice duality in terms 
of CTOD spaces has been extensively used in studying varieties of distributive-lattice- 
ordered algebras; see [7,8,39,43]. One reason for the wide acceptance of this formula- 
tion in preference to Stone’s spectral spaces approach, besides the inaccessibility of 
Stone’s paper [SO], is that explicit involvement of the partial order makes the 
representation more pictorial and reveals more clearly its reduction in the finite case 
to Birkhoff’s representation of finite distributive lattices. It has been argued, also, that 
compact Hausdorff topologies are more appealing to work with than non-Hausdorff 
ones. This argument certainly carried some weight in the past, but the widespread use 
of To topologies, especially by computer scientists, has diminished its force. We shall, 
nevertheless, work predominantly with CTOD spaces, but note that any result stated 
in these terms translates directly into a result about spectral spaces. 
The connection between (1) and (2) in Theorem 1.1 is observed by Hochster [22, 
Proposition lo], and that between (1) and (3) is pursued by Speed in [48] and [49]. 
For a general discussion of profiniteness, see Johnstone’s book [26]. Classes of 
profinite posets play an important part in the theory of domains, as developed by 
Scott, Plotkin, et al. In the context of spectral sets it is appropriate to allow domains 
to be bottomless. Accordingly, we follow Gunter (see, for example [18, Section 31) and 
consider the bijinite domains which are those profinite posets which are obtained when 
the bonding maps are restricted to be order-preserving projections. Given posets 
X and Y, an order-preserving mapf: X + Y is called a projection if there exists an 
order-preserving map g : Y + X such that fo g = idy and g of< idx. Since each of 
f and g uniquely determines the other, by a Galois connection, bifinite domains are, 
equivalently, obtained as direct limits of finite posets with embeddings as the bonding 
maps. We have adopted Jung’s term “bifinite” in preference to Gunter’s “profinite” to 
avoid any confusion of profinite domains with profinite posets. A concrete order- 
theoretic description of bifinite domains has been derived by Gunter [ 171 (or see [29, 
Theorem 73) extending results due to Plotkin. In Plotkin’s original presentation (see 
[39]), and frequently in later work too (see, for recent surveys of domain theory, [l, 
Chapter 21 and [29]), a more restricted class of domains (the SFP posets or strongly 
algebraic domains) is considered: (i) posets are assumed to have a bottom element, and 
(ii) a countability condition is imposed, with inverse systems being replaced by inverse 
sequences. Aside from the presence or absence of bottom elements and countability 
restrictions, many different classes of domains have been studied, reflecting the variety 
of consistency and coherence conditions it may be appropriate to impose on a topless 
poset. We do not attempt there fully to penetrate the jungle of possible definitions. We 
shall be interested principally in two subclasses of the profinite posets: spectral 
algebraic posets (defined and discussed in Section 2) and Scott domains. Imposing on 
the spectral algebraic posets the same conditions that determine the SFP posets 
within the bifinite domains, we obtain the class known as the 2/3-SFP posets. The 
spectral algebraic posets include the Scott domains ( = complete algebraic semilattices, 
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or bounded complete domains). Scott has put forward several equivalent presenta- 
tions of these domains. One of his approaches uses the notion of an information 
system (see [45] or, for a textbook presentation, [S]). Recently, Droste and Gobel 
[l l] have developed a generalisation of Scott’s information systems. There is a corres- 
pondence between these non-deterministic information systems and the whole class of 
profinite posets, which extends the correspondence between Scott domains and 
Scott’s information systems [ll, Theorem 5.11. 
In understanding spectral sets those approaching via ring theory have had the 
hardest task: the machinery of the spectral theory of commutative rings is much more 
complex and subtle than that involved in the duality for distributive lattices. This is 
acknowledged explicitly by Simmons, whose paper [46] makes a lone published 
contribution to the understanding of the direct relationship between conditions (2) 
and (3) in Theorem 1.1 (but note also p. 222 of [26], where initial investigation of the 
“reticulation functor” is attributed to Joyal). Nevertheless, a substantial amount of 
work has been done from the ring-theoretic angle, of which a survey is provided by 
Fontana in [14], and with which, inter alia, the names of Bouvier and Dobbs are also 
associated. Some interesting results assert that particular classes of spectral sets occur 
as spectra of particular classes of rings. In addition much effort has been expended in 
deciding when posets of very special types are spectral. The approach so far used has 
been almost exclusively what might be termed the intrinsic approach, based on (4’) in 
Theorem 1.1: given a poset, (X; I ), one seeks a spectral topology r for which I ~ is 
the given order. Recalling that, on a discretely ordered set, the l-point compactifica- 
tion of the discrete topology yields a spectral space, obvious candidates for spectral 
topologies are various non-Hausdorff forms of l-point compactification; see, for 
example, [37]. Another obvious source of spectral topologies is the class of “order- 
induced” topologies, such as the COP (closure of points) topology (see, for example, 
[lo]) otherwise known as the lower topology [16, p. 1421. The theory of intrinsic 
topologies on posets has greatly advanced over the past 20 years as a result of the 
development of the theory of continuous lattices, and this development has not yet 
been fully exploited in the context of spectral sets. We pursue this intrinsic approach 
to spectral sets in a separate paper, [44]. In this note we adopt what might be 
described as the extrinsic approach: we investigate criterion (5) in Theorem 1.1. As 
with the intrinsic approach, the theory of continuous lattices, and generalisations 
thereof, provides a valuable tool. 
2. Topologies on 2’ 
The lattice 2’ has highly special properties. As a result, it lies in the intersection of 
many classes of lattice on which intrinsic (order-defined) topologies work especially 
well. Accordingly we have a “metatheorem” asserting that “almost all order-compat- 
ible compact Hausdorff topologies on 2’ coincide”. We shall show that, by viewing 
“closed” as meaning &closed, for 8 a topology that on 2’ coincides with the product 
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topology, we obtain, in a uniform way, known and new characterisations of spectral 
sets. It will be convenient to identify 2’, where expedient, with the powerset #z(S), and 
so to treat subsets of 2’ as families of sets. Under the bijection sending a subset U of S 
to this characteristic function x,, the pointwise ordering of 2’ corresponds to set 
inclusion. 
We adopt the notation of the Compendium [16]. Suppose (X; I: ) is a poset. We 
write, for YE X, 
JY=(~EXI(~XEY)~IX} and tY={y~X1(3x~Y)y>x}. 
A subset Y of X is a lower (upper) set if Y = 1 Y ( Y = t Y). For x E X, 3x is written in 
place of 1 (xl, and likewise with t. For Y 5; X we shall write YT for the set of upper 
bounds of Y, viz. 
Yf={xEXJ(VyEY)x2y} 
The set Y1 of lower bounds is defined dually. The poset obtained by reversing the 
order on a poset X is denoted XDp. 
Topologies may be defined on a poset X as follows: 
(i) The lower topology, w(X), has a closed subbasis the sets TX (x E X). Dually, the 
upper topology, o(X), has the sets Jx (x E X) as a closed subbasis. 
(ii) The Scott topology, o(X), is defined by asserting that V c X is Scott closed if it 
is a lower set closed under directed sups (see [ 16, II. 11). Dually we have o”“(X), 
which may be defined to be 0(X”“). 
These one-sided, generally non-Hausdorff, topologies can be combined as follows: 
(iii) the interval topology, Q,(X), is the join o(X) v u(X), 
(iv) the Lawson topology, A(X), is the join o(X) v o(X). 
One can also define n”“(X) = o(X) v crop(X) and o(X) v a”“(X) (the bi-Scott topol- 
ogy); we shall not need these topologies directly. 
In addition there are two topologies which are initially defined in terms of conver- 
gence: 
(v) the order topology, 8,(X), as defined, for example, in [16] (note also [13, 
p. 16]), and 
(vi) the lim-inf topology, c(X), as defined in [16, Section 111.31. 
The relationship between these various topologies is shown in Fig. 1; for proofs see 
[13] and [34]. 
It is immediate from this diagram that if the interval topology and the order 
topology are equal then any intermediate topology coincides with both. This happens 
for 2’ “several times over”: it happens because 
(a) 2’ is a complete and completely distributive (see [34]), or 
(b) 2’ is a complete Boolean algebra (see [12] or [34]), or 
(c) 2s is bicompactly generated (see [31]). 
For a more complete discussion of the evolution of these results, we refer the reader to 
[12,13,33,34]. 
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Finally we shall need a topology introduced by Insel [24,25], in case X is 
a complete lattice: 
(vii) the complete topology has the complete sublattices (that is, subsets closed 
under arbitrary non-empty sups and infs) as a closed subbasis. 
Insel’s results (in particular [24, Theorems 4 and 51) imply that the complete topology 
on 2’ coincides with the interval topology. 
We have so far in this section not mentioned the product topology on 2’ (which has 
clopen subbasis the sets { f~ 2’1 f(s) = S} (6 = 0 or 1, s E S)). It is of course the case 
that the product topology on 2’ agrees with the interval topology et al.; see for 
example [ 1, p. 1421 (and Corollary I. 1.15 on which the argument given there relies). 
Summing up, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. The product topology on 2’ coincides with each of the following topolo- 
gies: 
(i) the interval topology, 
(ii) the Lawson topology (and its dual), 
(iii) the km-inf topology (and its dual), 
(iv) the bi-Scott topology, 
(v) the order topology, 
(vi) the complete topology. 0 
Combining parts of this theorem with criterion (5) in Theorem 1.1, we obtain three 
alternative explicit descriptions of the spectral sets. 
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Corollary 2.2. Let (X; I ) be a poset. Then 
(i) X is spectral ifand only ifthere exists u set S andfamilies { Yi}iEt and { Yi}i E, of 
finite subsets of S such that 
(ii) X is spectral tfand only if-there exists a set S, an index set I andfinite index sets 
Ji(i E I), and complete sublattices %?ij (j E Ji, i E I) such that 
X g U n %?ij. 
isI jeJi 
(iii) X is spectral ifand only zfthere exists a set S andfamilies {Pi}iet and { Z?i}ipt of 
finite subsets of S such that 
x g 2’\ n (Pr nQf). 
iel 
Proof. The sets specified in (i), (ii) and (iii) are the sets closed in some 2’ with respect 
to, respectively, the interval topology, the complete topology and the order topology. 
For the last of these we use the characterisation of the order topology which can be 
found in [12, Theorem 31. 0 
Given a distributive lattice M, not necessarily with a top or a bottom element, let 
P*(M) denote P(M) with 0 and M adjoined, and ordered by inclusion. Balbes’ paper 
[2] is devoted to an algebraic proof of the following result: 
A poset X is order-isomorphic to P*(M) for some distributive lattice M if and only 
if X is of the form 
where B is a complete atomic Boolean algebra, I is an index set, Ji and Ki are finite 
index sets (for each i E I), Fij is a principal prime filter for each i E I and each j E Ji and 
Zij is a principal prime ideal for each i E I and each k E Ki. 
Theorem 2.1 (iii) is a slightly disguised version of Balbes’ theorem, and so reveals the 
latter’s topological ancestry. To see the connection between our formulation and that 
given by Balbes, we need two simple observations. Assume given an arbitrary 
distributive lattice M. Then we may form a new distributive lattice M* by adjoining 
top and bottom elements, denoted T and I (irrespective of whether such bounding 
elements exist in M or not). Then P*(M) z 9(M *). We conclude that a poset is 
spectral if and only if it is order isomorphic to B*(M), for some arbitrary distributive 
lattice M. To convert from Balbes’ algebraic description to our order-theoretic one, 
we simply observe that the complete atomic Boolean algebras are exactly the power- 
sets, and that, in a lattice of this type, the principal prime filters are exactly the sets Ta 
where a ranges over the atoms, and dually. 
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We now turn our attention to closed subsets of 2’ of special types, to see where 
certain classes of spectral sets fit into the general scheme. Some results emerge 
immediately when we take “closed” as meaning “Lawson closed”. The next proposi- 
tion collects together the necessary properties of the Lawson topology. These apply to 
any continuous lattice and hence certainly apply to the algebraic lattice. 2’. Proofs can 
be found in [16,111.1.6,111.1.11 and VI.1.91. 
Proposition 2.3. 
(i) A lower set in 2’ is closed ifand only ifit is closed under directed sups (that is, if 
and only tf it is Scott closed). 
(ii) A A -subsemilattice of 2’ containing the top element is closed if and only if it is 
closed under arbitrary infs and directed sups. 
(iii) A sublattice of 2’ containing the top and bottom elements is closed zfand only tfit 
is closed under arbitrary sups and infs. 
(iv) An order-convex subset of 2’ is closed if and only if it is of the form Vn W, where 
V is an upper set closed under$ltered infs and Wa lower set closed under directed 
sups. El 
We note that if X is a A -subsemilattice of p(S) with a greatest element U, then X is 
a A -subsemilattice of h(U) containing the top element of p(U), and dually.] 
Classes of spectral sets thrown up by Proposition 2.3 are: 
(i) the stable domains ( = Scott-closed subsets of powersets), as studied by 
G. Berry et al., 
(ii) algebraic lattices (see [42] and also comments below), 
(iii) complete rings of sets. 
There are many equivalent descriptions of the complete rings of sets; Davey in [6] 
provides a convenient source of information on these. Note in particular that a com- 
plete ring of sets is an instance of an algebraic lattice, and that an algebraic lattice is 
isomorphic to a complete ring of sets if and only if it is distributive and dually 
algebraic. 
Condition (iv) in Proposition 2.3 seems of little practical use in identifying spectral 
sets, though we note in passing that the non-empty Lawson-closed convex sets 
mentioned there are the elements of the Plotkin powerdomain of 2’; we refer the 
reader to [23] for a study of these objects. 
One may ask whether any of the topologies equivalent to the product topology 
gives rise to a workable, purely order-theoretic, test for closedness of a general subset 
in 2’ which does not involve quantification over too large a set. The answer is 
essentially “no”. However the description given by Erne and Gatzke in [13] of the 
closed sets in the lim-inf topology is worth mentioning, since it gives some indication 
of how special are the spectral sets identified by Proposition 2.3. Given subsets D and 
Y of a poset X, let 
Di:= r){TFIF finite, (3y~D) TynYsfF}. 
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The&: is a subset of DT and is empty unless D E 4 Y. Then [13, Proposition 1.21 Yis 
lim-inf closed in X if and only if for every directed subset D of 4 Y, 
VDED; =a VDEY. 
In case Y is a lower set, n { fF I(3y E D) tyn YE fF} reduces to 
n{Tvlv4 = tVR so that a lower set is lim-inf closed if and only if it is closed 
under directed sups, as expected. 
One strategy for showing that a poset X is spectral is to proceed by first identifying 
X with a family 5?” of subsets of a set S, and then showing that ?E is closed in #i(S). 
A wide class of examples of posets to which this strategy is applicable lie within the 
class of algebraic dcpos. We call a poset X an algebraic dcpo if X is up-complete (every 
directed subset has a sup), and for each x E X, 
x = sup(k E K(X)1 k I x}, 
the supremum being over a directed set. Here K(X) is the set of$finite (alias compact) 
elements of X : k E K(X) if and only if, for any directed set D, k I sup D implies k I d 
for some d E D. Note that we do not require X to have a bottom element. We recall the 
following facts. A poset X is an algebraic dcpo precisely when it is isomorphic to the 
ideal completion of K(X). For an algebraic dcpo X the map x H {k E K(X)) k 5 x} is 
an order-isomorphism of X onto % = Id(K(X)), the family of ideals ( = directed 
lower subsets) of K(X). Then X is 
(i) an algebraic lattice if and only if $5” is closed under directed unions and arbitrary 
intersections, 
(ii) a Scott domain if and only if !E is closed under directed unions and arbitrary 
non-empty intersections. 
A major objective in domain theory is the identification of Cartesian closed categories 
of posets; see [30] for an account of the work of Plotkin, Smyth, Gunter, and Jung in 
this area. An important class of algebraic dcpos arises in this context. The subset K(X) 
of an algebraic dcpo X is said to have Property M if, for each finite subset F of K(X), 
the set F T of common upper bounds of F is of the form tG for some finite (possibly 
empty) subset G of K(X). Any Scott domain is an algebraic dcpo with Property 
M (this is just the case in which IG( 5 1 above). In general an algebraic dcpo with 
Property M will be called spectral algebraic. The spectral algebraic posets with 
bottom element and countably many finite elements are those customarily dubbed 
2/3-SFP. Neither implication in 
bifinite 3 spectral algebraic * spectral 
can be reversed. The “radio mast”, consisting of the linear sum of countably many 
2-element antichains with top and bottom elements adjoined [30, Fig. 1.51, is a spec- 
tral algebraic poset (in fact 2/3-SFP) but not a bifinite domain. The linear sum of 
a l-element antichain, a 2-element antichain and an infinite antichain is a spectral set 
which is not bifinite (see [30, pp. 38-391; to verify it is a spectral set, note that with the 
opposite order it is spectral algebraic). 
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The following theorem originates from the work of Plotkin, in a restricted case. The 
extension to algebraic dcpos is due to Gunter [17] (or see [20, Theorem 63, [30, 
Section 4.21 or [29, Section 31). 
Theorem 2.4. Let X be an algebraic dcpo. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) X has Property M; 
(2) the Lawson topology A(X) is compact and totally order-disconnected (with a sub- 
basis consisting of clopen upper sets tk (k E K(X)) and their complements; 
(3) the Scott topology a(X) is spectral. 0 
By bringing in the Lawson and Scott topologies on X we are encroaching on the 
intrinsic approach to spectral sets. In [44] we analyse in greater generality when the 
Scott topology or the lower topology on an up-complete poset is spectral. In keeping 
with the philosophy of this paper we give here a proof that algebraic dcpos with 
Property M are spectral which is based on criterion (5) in Theorem 1.1; the ideas 
originate in [l l] (although Proposition 2.5 is not treated there in a self-contained 
way). 
Proposition 2.5. Let X be an algebraic dcpo with Property M and let S = K(X). Then 
X is order-isomorphic to a closed subset of 2’. 
Proof. We identify X with a subset % of 2’ under the map x H ZD,, where 
D, = {k E S 1 k 5 x}. Let E be a subset of S which is not of the form D, and letf= .!%^E. 
Either E fails to be a lower set, or fails to be directed. In the former case there exists 
a,b E K(X) with a < b, b E E and a 4 E. Then 
u= {gE2Slg1{a,bl =fr{a,b}} 
is a clopen neighbourhood offwhich is disjoint from % since every set D, is a lower 
set. In the latter case we can find finite subsets F of E and G of S\E such that F # 8 
and every element of F lies below some element of G. Then 
U = {gE2SIgt(FuG)=ft(FuG)}. 
is a clopen neighbourhood offdisjoint from X. To see this note that if F lies in a set D, 
then some member of G lies below x. 0 
As a corollary we deduce that any algebraic lattice, and more generally any Scott 
domain, is a spectral set. Algebraic lattices with the Lawson topology regarded as 
compact totally order-disconnected spaces are discussed in [42]. The fact that Scott 
domains are spectral was noted explicitly by Smyth [47, Example 231. Two special 
classes of Scott domains are worthy of mention. First we recall that a family % of sets 
is said to be of$nite character if V E +Z if and only if every finite subset of V belongs to 
%!. (This usage is different from that in [16, 11.5(4)].) It is well known that the families 
of finite character are exactly those closed under taking subsets and directed unions 
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(because any non-empty set is the directed union of its finite subsets). Thus any family 
of sets of finite character is a Scott domain, and hence a spectral set with respect to the 
inclusion order. In particular any family of finite sets closed under taking subsets and 
directed unions is spectral. 
In order that a poset X be spectral it is necessary (but not sufficient, see the 
concluding remarks in [36]) that it satisfy the conditions 
(Kl) X is up-complete and down-complete; 
(K2) X is weakly atomic (that is, given x < y in X there exist U,U E X such that 
x 5 u < v I y and u < z < v implies z = u. 
These properties were noted for ring spectra by Kaplansky and are easily seen to hold 
in the underlying ordered set of a compact totally order-disconnected space. A tree is 
a poset X with bottom element in which lx is a chain for each x E X. It was observed 
by Lewis in [36] that a tree is spectral if and only if it satisfies (Kl) and (K2), and that 
it is then isomorphic to the spectrum of a Bezout domain. We note that a tree satisfies 
(Kl) and (K2) precisely when it is a Scott domain. It would be of interest to know 
whether Scott domains arise be of interest to know whether Scott domains arise as the 
spectra of a natural class of rings. 
The result of Lewis concerning Bezout domains was extended to Bezout rings by 
Lewis and Ohm in [37]. They proved that the spectra of Bezout rings are exactly the 
posets which are disjoint unions of spectral trees. This was proved using an ad hoc 
procedure for constructing a spectral topology on the disjoint union of spectral sets 
(adopted also by Tan in [Sl]). A more natural, and more illuminating, approach to 
such disjoint unions was given by Gehrke in [ 151. Given a family {Xi)ie~ of spectral 
sets, we may impose a Boolean topology on the index set I. Gehrke shows that 
Ui.rXi is order-isomorphic to the spectrum of the Boolean product, L, of { Li}is,y 
where for each i, the (0, 1}-distributive lattice Li has prime spectrum Xi. This 
construction realises the poset WiErXi as a closed subset of 2L. Since there are, except 
in the finite case, very many different Boolean topologies on -I, this process is 
necessarily highly non-unique. 
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